To advance the well-being and self-sufficiency of children, youth and families, Beech Brook provides effective, innovative physical and behavioral health, permanency, educational, and related services. Beech Brook also serves as a strong voice for youth and families by providing a strong voice for children, youth and families.
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As long as there are children and families in need of hope and healing, Beech Brook will be there. Can we count on you to be there with us?
Last year I, along with a cadre of Beech Brook supporters and other members of the community, were privileged to listen to a select group of staff tell the stories of the challenging but rewarding work they do and why they do it as part of a “Fast Pitch” program at the Beech Brook campus. You could have heard a pin drop as each spoke straight from the heart and, in just a few words, brought the mission of this organization and its profound impact on the children and families that we serve to life. It was one of the most inspirational events I have experienced at Beech Brook or, for that matter, at any other agency serving children and families. In the following pages, you’ll meet those “Heroes of Hope” and read excerpts from their stories about how they are helping to change young lives in our community.

As a longtime board member and as Chairman for the past two years, it has been my role to serve as a steward of this organization, working in partnership with Beech Brook’s exceptional leadership team. It’s been an honor to do so. However, it is these stories of healing and change that inspire me to do everything I can to assure that the Beech Brook legacy — 162 years in the making — will continue for generations to come.

None of this would be possible without you and other members of this caring and generous community. On behalf of the Board of Directors, I thank you for your gifts and support and ask that you continue to keep Beech Brook in your heart in the year ahead. With your help, Beech Brook will remain a beacon of hope, lighting the way for children and families to follow.

FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
G. WALTER STUELPE
We all hear the stories of what is happening in the world today, and sometimes, it's hard not to despair. We are constantly bombarded by stories of tragedy and violence.

There are days at Beech Brook when I face the same feelings. The heartbreaking experiences faced by our children and families, and the challenges of leading Beech Brook through this difficult environment can be overwhelming.

And then, I hear the stories.

I hear about the courage of children facing the unspeakable pain of their pasts and learning to overcome their trauma. I learn that we were able to help a poor mother keep her family together with a roof over their heads. I celebrate the fact that this year we made integrated health care available to families living in the direst poverty through our Beech Brook/Care Alliance Family Health Center.

I’m proud that we launched a group home to address the needs of transitional youth grappling with both emotional problems and development delays — a group long overlooked in our society.

In this report, you’ll read stories from a few of the unsung heroes at Beech Brook who work with passion and compassion, day in and day out, to transform lives and sow the seeds of hope.

As one said: “It’s the safe and caring community that we create together, each in our own unique ways, that helps these children and their families heal, and in turn, create a saner, safer, more compassionate community.”

We could not have this impact on children and families without your belief in Beech Brook and investment in our mission. On behalf of everyone at Beech Brook, I thank you and ask for your continued support of this life-changing work.
I wish I could take you on a walk and introduce you to the children who live on campus.

On our walk, you’d meet Andrea, a 12-year-old girl who was tied to a dog house and fed dog food for two years. She came to us after being hospitalized 18 times and repeatedly trying to kill herself.

You’d also meet John, age 6, who witnessed his father killing his mother. He was full of so much anger and rage that he was lashing out and hurting people around him.

Then there’s a special little boy named Jordan, just 8 years old. I remember seeing him for the first time — his body covered in cigarette burns from his mother, father and older brothers.

All of the kids here have been so damaged and abused, that they see the world and everyone in it as dangerous. These are children that people are afraid of and don’t know what else to do with … I often think of them as the “lost and forgotten.”

At first their behavior may seem scary, but when you begin to pull back the layers, what you see is a beautiful child who needs a safe place to live so they can begin to heal. These children are survivors, and I learn from them every day.

Their journey of healing may be lifelong, but they leave us with the skills they need and hope that the world doesn’t have to be full of hurt and pain. And they leave knowing they are not lost — and not forgotten.

LINDA SCHETTLER
Assistant Vice President of Campus Programs

“This work is hard. But I remember the day when Jordan ran up to me and said, ‘Ms. Linda, I am leaving soon. They found a family for me to live with. I am going to have a mom, a real mom that won’t hurt me.’ I know he will always have the scars on his body, but the wounds on the inside have begun to heal.”

RESIDENTIAL RESCUE HERO
When I was 7, I had a hero and mentor named Phil — my uncle. He took me to the park, taught me how to tie my shoes and count to 10 in Spanish. And, he was the first person to show me my name was spelled the same way backwards. When I was with him, I felt like I mattered.

It’s hard to describe the positive impact my mentor had on me, and I had a stable home life. Imagine how mentoring would impact a child with a struggling family or a teen who felt alone in the world. Imagine how mentoring would help a youth too scared to play in his own front yard or a little girl who has been abused.

Mentoring works for kids because it gives them a feeling everyone should know: that they are worth spending time with and they belong. Mentoring works because it helps children find positive things to do in their own neighborhoods with someone safe — someone they can depend on.

Once kids feel they are worth another person’s time, they start to see themselves and the world in a more positive light. It works for children like Claire, who had a hard time trusting people because she had been abused. But over time, Claire grew to trust her mentor. She started taking better care of herself, controlling her behavior, responding to positive directions and enjoying being around adults. Although she’s still a work in progress, for the first time she knows she has someone in her corner who won’t quit on her.

Sometimes I like to think about what the world would look like if every child had a mentor.
It means so much to me when children have the ability to learn. If I can help them overcome their barriers, then my job is complete.

One of my earliest memories is of Miss Amiee. I was 3 years old and had hearing and speech problems. Miss Amiee taught me how to talk so other people could understand me. She was patient, kind and never made me feel stupid.

In college, I realized that children with behavior problems and trouble learning in school tugged at my heart. So I decided to go to graduate school for school social work.

I am passionate about helping kids be better learners. If kids are worried about where their next meal is, worried if they are going to get beaten at home after school, worried if gun shots are going to be ringing all night — they are going to have a hard time concentrating in school. I want to help them have less worries and feel safe in their home. I want them to have a Miss Amiee. I want to be their Miss Kim.

I have worked with kids who always wear big heavy coats — even in 90 degree weather — or wear hoodies over their head because they are withdrawn, shy, angry with the world or just don’t want to deal with life. In therapy, they slowly open up and take off their layers. By the time we’re done, they’re no longer wearing their coats or hoodies. They’re willing to face the world, have friends and control their behavior.

When our kids go back to class, their friends see that people will actually listen to them, not judge them. They often knock on the Beech Brook door and ask if they can “join.” They want to be part of something special that is Beech Brook.
Just the other day, I was walking down the hall with a student who stopped and said, ‘That’s the room I was in on the 27th.’ In sharing why she was involved in our kindness initiative, her answer was simple: ‘Through helping others, I am helping myself.’"

When a co-worker says, “I’ll see you tomorrow,” do you ever really think about your answer?

A student I work with at Chardon recently asked me, “Did you ever notice how every day you say, ‘See you tomorrow,’ and I always answer, “Hopefully”?”

Feb. 27, 2012 changed the Chardon community forever. On that day, a student opened fire in the cafeteria, killing three young men, wounding two others and exposing countless others to unspeakable terror.

In the time I’ve been working in the school, I’ve been struck by the sadness and grief that is often present — even on a good day. But I’ve also been struck by extraordinary acts of courage and caring.

Even the seemingly simple task of coming to school is no longer a simple task for many. And yet, most do.

Just as the experience of the 27th is different for each individual, the healing is also different. Everyone is moving forward in their own unique way at their own unique pace.

In the spring of 2012, a small group of Virginia Tech students came to Chardon to share their message of healing and invite our school to join them in a movement to create kinder, more compassionate communities.

At the end of their presentation, our gym was silent until two students way in the back stood and applauded. Slowly, everyone was on their feet, inspired by this lesson of empowerment.

If I could draw the recovery of the Chardon community, it might look like a mosaic with lots of small pieces that will one day come together to make something meaningful — much like the small, intentional acts of kindness we engage in with the hope that our world will become more compassionate.
“As our foster families do simple activities like cooking, doing chores, riding bikes and doing homework, they are replacing unhappy memories with positive ones. It’s my sincerest hope that my foster children will someday get to take these things for granted like my sons do with me.”

Every day I do the most routine activities with my 7- and 12-year-old sons: cooking, chores, biking, homework — and I hate homework!

Before I started working in Foster Care and Adoption at Beech Brook, I took these things for granted, as did my boys.

Imagine, though, that the beginning of your life was filled with turmoil … perhaps because no one was there to dry your tears, calm your fears, teach you how to brush your teeth or comb your hair, ride a bike or do homework.

Imagine that the world as you knew it was taken away from you. And, as unhealthy or scary as it was, it was home.

Imagine being plopped down in a house that looks different, smells different, feels different … and now all the people in your life are gone. Imagine being forced to live differently. This is reality for nearly all of my Beech Brook foster children.

Foster Care is a bridge from unstable, unhealthy living to a safe, forever home … like my 2- and 7-year-old girls who were recently adopted.

Foster Care is a place where they can continue healing, like my 8-year-old boy who, every time he sees me in the hall, exclaims, “Hey, I am doing good!” — meaning he has been able to stay in his 10th placement now for three months.

Foster parents can truly change the life of a child. I have a plaque on my wall that reads: “To the world you may be one, but to one, you may be the world.”

I’m blessed to have the opportunity to help these children not only survive their situations, but to thrive.
Parenting is the hardest job in the world.

Most of you reading this are probably not living in poverty or in fear of violence. You probably have a roof over your head and enough to eat. And parenting is still hard...

Most of the 2000+ parents Beech Brook serves in our parent education and support programs, however, are living in poverty.

Just think what that must feel like — every day, not knowing how you are going to feed your children and struggling just to keep them safe. For a moment, imagine you are Darlene.

Raised in a home with an alcoholic father and a mother who was emotionally absent, Darlene knew what it was like to go to bed hungry. There were days when her home had no heat or electricity, and she rarely felt safe there.

At just 17, Darlene had her first child and was not able to finish high school. She later had two more children and married a man who, unfortunately, was much like her father and often in jail.

Stressed, angry, exhausted and unable to support her family, Darlene was at the end of her rope.

She reached out to Beech Brook’s Family Drop-In Center for help — revealing for the first time that she had been living in a U-haul truck with her children for weeks! She was immediately connected with housing resources so she and her children could get off the streets. Darlene also participated in parenting and anger management classes. And with encouragement and support, Darlene completed both her GED and a job training program — giving her a sense of self-worth and value for the first time in her life.

Today, Darlene has a decent paying job, stable housing for her family — and a sense of empowerment to manage whatever comes her way.

“Darlene and her children drop in often just to say ‘hi.’ During one of their recent visits, Darlene’s son Jacob said, ‘I like my new mommy!’”

TERRI DAVIS
Assistant Vice President of Prevention and Early Intervention

AGENT OF PARENT EMPOWERMENT
When we think of a homeless person, we may picture a disheveled adult shuffling down the street, dragging along their life’s possessions in a single suitcase … or someone sleeping under a bridge or in a cardboard box.

Well, let me share with you another kind of homeless person, not the stereotype: Angela. Angela came to my office one day, and suddenly, the face of homelessness was different.

Angela was angry, depressed, frustrated, confused — and living in her car with her four children.

Angela desperately wanted to do better for her kids, so she made the heartbreaking decision to place them with family members and friends. But Angela was committed to visiting her children every single day. When she didn’t have gas money, she would borrow money to catch the bus. Sometimes it would take her a half a day to visit all of her children. Again, the face of homelessness has changed.

As Angela began to share her story with us, we learned she had been in a domestic violence situation that led to many pieces of her life unravelling. By linking her with the right resources and support, however, we helped her put the pieces back together and navigate her life in the right direction. We continued to work with Angela and her children until they were successfully housed.

What moved me the most about her story was when her 15-year-old son began to cry as we were all sitting around the table and everyone was talking about how happy they were about getting housing. When I asked him why he was crying, he said, “Now I can sleep at night knowing where my mother and siblings are — now I can do better in school.”
It’s the safe and caring community that we create together, each in our own unique ways, that helps these children and their families heal, and in turn, create a saner, safer, more compassionate community.

Some may find the work we do at Beech Brook, treating abused and disturbed children, to be overwhelming or maybe depressing, but for the most part I always look at my work with true optimism.

Looking at me today, you might assume that I am just a typical suburbanite lady with little real experience with trauma. But, you do not know what I have been through. And I am not alone. You never know who has suffered traumas simply judging from appearances.

Research has found that 52 percent of the population has had traumatic childhood experiences. Half of us … not just those who come to Beech Brook for treatment.

We see the children with the most serious challenges who have survived serious neglect, physical, sexual and emotional abuse. Most have experienced multiple traumas … often inflicted by the people who they were closest to … the very ones who should have nurtured and protected them.

Those parents or caregivers are almost always adults who themselves experienced complex trauma and never received the help that they needed.

Hurt people hurt people, and so the legacy is handed on.

Healing requires deep changes in our patterns of thinking and behavior. Support is needed for a person to be inspired and encouraged to learn how to do better. I know — both personally and professionally — that treatment works. I have repeatedly seen people make real changes in improving their lives.

Perhaps Maya Angelou said it best: “I did the best I knew, and when I knew better, I did better.”
I would love to be able to say some great things about my dad. But the last memory I have of my dad was seeing him with his foot on my mother’s throat and a shotgun in her face. As I grew up, my dad was no longer in the home, but I still wanted him to be there. I remember playing sports and looking up into the stands, hoping to see my dad.

Everyone can say they “love,” but not everyone can show they care. “Care” is being there.

That’s why I was always there for my sons. And that’s why I’m at Beech Brook, because I care.

One day, a client in the Fathers Group came to me after class and shared with me something he had never revealed before. He told me about how his mom was an alcoholic, and she sent Keith and his younger brothers to live with their uncle, who did to him things that no man should ever do to any child …

Keith soon made a deal with his uncle and said, “I’ll allow you to do what you must to me, but don’t touch my brothers.”

As his brothers grew into successful men, they looked at Keith and wondered why his life was the way it was; they didn’t understand the sacrifice.

Keith came to me with this, not knowing who else to talk to, and I was able to help him, because I was there. The day he told me that story, he went from being a victim to a survivor. Now he’s helping to rescue other victims of the same.
Family Health Drop-In Center Programs
  Anger Management ~ 367
  Basic Parenting Classes ~ 125
  Recovering Parents ~ 82
  Father’s Group ~ 142
  Drop-In ~ 440
  Teen Parenting ~ 13
  Family-Focused Workshops ~ 355
Comprehensive Sex Education ~ 7,476
Seminars for Divorcing Parents ~ 2,300
Moms and Mentors ~ 44
North Coast Academy ~ 50
Homeless Prevention Program (Famicos) ~ 200
PAR ~ 130
Orange School Project ~ 1,013
Beachwood Schools Project ~ 25
Chardon School Project ~ 481
REACH (Releasing Excellent Alternative Community Help) ~ 859
School-Based Mental Health Services ~ 2,360
Defending Childhood ~ 30
STRIDE (Skill Building, Teaching, Role Modeling, Independence, Development, Empowerment) ~ 236

SAFE (Successful Alliance for Family Engagement) ~ 230
Family Preservation ~ 158
Therapeutic Tutoring ~ 50
Early Childhood Mental Health Treatment ~ 116
Mental Health Ages 0-3 ~ 94
Child Care Consultation ~ 216
Early Intervention ~ 236
Lorain County Intensive Home-Based Treatment ~ 109
Lorain Therapy ~ 255
Lorain Youth Crisis ~ 135
Lorain PCIT ~ 1
Outpatient Mental Health Services ~ 878
ACT (Assertive Community Treatment) Team ~ 69
Outpatient Drug and Alcohol Services ~ 27
Foster Care, Levels 1-3 ~ 87
Foster Care, Level 4 ~ 72
Day Treatment ~ 61
Residential Treatment ~ 109
Partial Hospitalization ~ 152
Intensive Treatment Unit ~ 119

July 1, 2013 – June 30, 2014
19,902 NUMBER OF CHILDREN AND FAMILIES SERVED
**REVENUE AND EXPENSES**

**REVENUE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Type</th>
<th>Revenue ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential Treatment</td>
<td>$3,347,339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive Treatment</td>
<td>$1,566,698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day Treatment</td>
<td>$1,330,229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School-Based Services</td>
<td>$6,625,618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Preservation</td>
<td>$324,469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Care</td>
<td>$258,692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Health</td>
<td>$608,815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster Care</td>
<td>$3,969,210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charitable Income</td>
<td>$2,294,790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient Clinic</td>
<td>$2,017,884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Childhood</td>
<td>$505,438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>$557,033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programs for At-Risk Youth/Families</td>
<td>$1,760,450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Revenue** $25,557,381

**EXPENSES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expense Type</th>
<th>Expenses ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salary Related</td>
<td>$19,327,639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Related</td>
<td>$3,725,007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility Related</td>
<td>$833,884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>$1,254,814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>$599,702</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Expenses** $25,741,046
THE JEPHTHA HOMER WADE SOCIETY

(Bold indicates new members to the Society)

The Jeptha Homer Wade Society recognizes our most significant supporters, all of whom have contributed $100,000 or more in total to Beech Brook. The Wade Family’s commitment to Beech Brook is truly immeasurable in our history, beginning with the donation of the orphanage on St. Clair Avenue by the first Jeptha Wade, to the land and some of the buildings on our present campus by his grandson. Members of the Wade family have served more than 130 years on the Board of Trustees and Board of Managers, and their legacy lives on through the ongoing gifts from family members today.

The Wade Family’s commitment to Beech Brook is truly immeasurable in our history, beginning with the donation of the orphanage on St. Clair Avenue by the first Jeptha Wade, to the land and some of the buildings on our present campus by his grandson. Members of the Wade family have served more than 130 years on the Board of Trustees and Board of Managers, and their legacy lives on through the ongoing gifts from family members today.
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THE SUZANNE B. HARRISON SOCIETY

(Bold indicates new members to the Society)

For more than 60 years, Suzanne Brookhart Harrison dedicated her time, energy and enthusiasm to Beech Brook. In the process, she earned a very special place in the history of this institution and in the hearts of everyone who knew her. Her devotion to children and to the work of Beech Brook inspired both an annual award in her name and a giving society for those who have given charitable gifts to Beech Brook for 25 years or more.
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Joan and vic gelb
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The Gordon and Iluera Gund Foundation
Virginia* Hamann
Ruth* L. Hankins & The Hankins Foundation
Suzanne* Brookhart Harrison
Judith and H. Stuart Harrison, Jr.
Henny* Harvey
Robin and Henry Hatch III
Patricia and William Hatch
Dorothy* and Scott Hayes
Ellen and Craig Heberton III
Martha* Eaton Hickox and Charles* Hickox
Arthur and Arlene Holden Fund
Joan and Daniel Holmes, Jr.
Sandra and Harry Holmes
The George M. and Pamela S. Humphrey Fund
Betsy and Dudley Humphrey, Jr.
Kitty* and Norman Jeavons
Anne and Brooks* Jones
Kathryn and James Kaesberg
Pamela and Stephen Keefe
Carter* Kissell
Mary* and G. Robert* Klein
Mary and Clarence* Kubik
Eleanor* and Milton* Kuss
Helen* and Fredrick Lamb
Lander Circle Kiwanis
Barbara H. Larson
Patricia and James* Lightbody
Chris and Richard Lightbody
Ann H. and Robert* A. Little
Gordon G. Long
Evelyn* and Joseph* P. Long
Kathryn M. and George P. Loomis
The Lubrizol Foundation
Molly* and Elliott* Ludvigsen
Anne* and David* Manuel
Eileen and John* Manuel
Susan and Charles Marston
S. Livingston Mather Charitable Trust
Ann S. McConnell
McGraw
Betz* and S. Sterling* McMillan
Judith and Ted McMillan
Meisel Family Foundation
Rosemary and Arthur Merriman, Jr.
Carol and Anthony Michel
Sally* and John Morley
Jean and Thomas Moseley
Gloria* and Edwin Mottch III
David & Inez Myers Foundation
Janet and Robert Neary
Deless* T. Nelson
Sally and Francis Neville
Ruth* C. and Hal* H. Newell
Cheol and Frederick* Oldenburg
Amelia and William Osborne, Jr.
Osvald Companies
Arleen* and Thomas* Patton
Kathy and Jim Pender
Jeanne* and Jacob* Perkins
Helen* Wade Greene Perry
Marianne and Avrid Peterson
The Plain Dealer
Katherine and C. Carver* Pope
Frank* H. Porter
Clara Taplin Rankin and Alfred* M. Rankin, Sr.
C. Carlisle & Margaret M. Tippit Charitable Trust
S. Livingston Mather Charitable Trust
Elizabeth* W. and Ellery* Sedgwick
Paula and Thomas Seger
Laura and Michael Shannon
Shepard Foundation
Kim Shinwren
Sisters of Charity Foundation of Cleveland
Josephine and Edward* Sloan, Jr.
Miriam G. Smeal
The Kelton and Eleanor Smith Foundation
Gretchen and Ward* Smith
Janice and James Spencer
Esther* and Edmund* Sylvester
Jean H. Taber
John* and Janet* Teich
Cindy W. and Hayden* Thompson
The C. Carlisle & Margaret M. Tippit Charitable Trust
Betty T. Toguchi
Merlene and Arthur W. Treuhaft
United Black Fund of Greater Cleveland
The Clara Weiss Fund
Jill and Frederick Weinham
Emma and Fred* White, Jr.
Virginia and John Wilhelm, Jr.
Linda* and Lewis* Williams
Lynn and Alan Wood
Janet and Robert Yaroma
Joan and William Ziegler
Amelia* and Roy* Zook

*deceased
The Children’s Hope Society honors donors whose planned gifts demonstrate their commitment to the work and future of Beech Brook. These gifts, which are placed in Beech Brook’s Endowment Fund, allow supporters to create their own legacies of hope for children and families. The interest income from Beech Brook’s Endowment supports the ongoing provision of high quality services for children and families, innovation and program development, and research.

Sarah* and Edward* Bartlett II
Glenna* and Howard* Bissell
Thomas* H Brooks
Eileen M. Burkhart
Patricia and John Chapman, Sr.
Cindy P. Crotty
Francis C. and Julia R. Drury
Alice* McHardy Dye
Kathryn and Robert Falls
Helen* Wade Greene
Eleanor Gregory
Suzanne* Brookhart Harrison
Anne and Brooks* Jones
Carol S. Markey
Delos* T. Nelson
Alice* Price O’Donor
Kathy and Jim Pender
Douglas Perkins
Helen* Wade Greene Perry
Jolan* B. Petro
Manda* H. Raab
Robert* R. Rhodes
Julia* W. Shunk
Mabel E. Talbot
The C. Carlisle & Margaret M. Tipitt Charitable Trust, in honor of Kathryn M. Loomis
Ellen Garretson Wade

LEADERSHIP GIVING ~ SAMUEL CLEMENS SOCIETY

In 1969, Samuel Clemens was so moved by the work being done by the Cleveland Protestant Orphan Asylum to care for neglected and abandoned children that he donated the entire proceeds of his January 22nd performance at Case Hall that year. He closed his lecture with an impassioned appeal to his Cleveland audience to likewise lend their generous support.

Today, Beech Brook’s Samuel Clemens Society recognizes individuals and family foundations who similarly support our work with their generous leadership gifts of $1,000 or more each year. These annual gifts provide critical funds that enable Beech Brook to respond quickly and efficiently to the needs of vulnerable children and families.

VISIONARY CIRCLE ~ honoring donors of $10,000+ annually

The Alliance for Children and Families American Express Members Give
Anonymous Friend
Anonymous Company
Margaret Ballantyne
Eva L. & Joseph M. Bruening Foundation
Patricia and John Chapman, Sr.
The Cleveland Foundation
Eaton Corporation
Famicos Foundation, Inc.
The Sam J. Frankino Foundation
Glennmede
The Hankins Foundation
Sandra and Harry Holmes
The Lerner Family Foundation
Elizabeth F. McBride
The Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation
Myers Family Memorial Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Community Federation
David & Inez Myers Foundation
Edda and Terry Owen
Kathy and Jim Pender
The Michael Pender Memorial Fund of The Cleveland Foundation
Douglas Perkins Fund of the Cleveland Foundation
Reuter Foundation
Saint Luke’s Foundation
The Kelvin and Eleanor Smith Foundation
Judy and G. Walter Stuelpe, Jr.
The C. Carlisle & Margaret M. Tipitt Charitable Trust
United Way of Greater Cleveland
Thomas H. White Foundation
Woodruff Foundation

Fairmount Minerals
The Helen Wade Greene Charitable Trust
Amy and Travis Hatherr
Clarice and Carl Harbert
The George M. and Pamela S. Humphrey Fund
KeyBank
McGladrey
Jane and Jon Outcalt
Debra M. Rex and George George RPM International, Incorporated
Jill and Edward Schwartz
Joyce and Kevin Shaw
The A.H. and Julia W. Shunk Fund
United Black Fund of Greater Cleveland
Ann and Charles Zeller

GUARDIAN CIRCLE ~ honoring donors of $3,000-$9,999 annually

BNY Mellon Wealth Management
Jill and Mike Burke
Chubb Group of Insurance Companies
Mary and William Conway
Tracy and Dave Crandall
Lillian and Hamilton Emmons
Falls Communications
Amy and Robert Fedor
Cheryl and Mark Groner
Donna and Norman Harbert
Mary and Jack Herrick
HVI&Co.
Stephanie and Charles Jarrett
Oswald Companies
Nancy and John Peppier
Rockwell Automation
Ronald McDonald House Charities of Northeastern Ohio
Paula and Thomas Seger
Tracy and Thomas Seifert
Lynn and Mark Singer
Chann and Ed Spellman
Bernadette and Jack Staph
Robert and Mario Tonti
Merlene and Arthur Trehaft
Thompson Hine
Christine and Dale Winsberg

BENEFACCTOR CIRCLE ~ honoring donors of $2,000-$2,999 annually

Sandra Russ and Thomas C. Brugger
Victor DeMarco
Nestlé Prepared Foods
ForTec Companies
Brenda and Frank Higgins
Huntington National Bank
Nancy and Robert Klein
Littler Mendelson, P.C.
Karen and John Nestor
ORG Portfolio Management LLC
Taft Stettinius & Hollister LLP
Megan and Martin Cohen
Nina and Eugene DelFavero
Kathryn and Robert Falls
Char and Charles Fowler
Harry K. & Emma R. Fox Charitable Foundation
Junior League of Cleveland, Inc.
Major League Baseball Players Trust
Singerman Mills Desberg & Kauntz
Sisters of Charity Foundation of Cleveland
William M. Weber
Suzanne and William B. Doggett

FRIEND CIRCLE ~ honoring donors of $1,000 – $1,999 annually

Pam Conover and Jon Adams
Adjer Industries
Judge Ronald B. Adrine
Joseph R. Allie
Thomas L. Anastos
Anonymous (2)
Paula V. Atwood
Mara Cushwa and Jack Babb
Jeffrey W. Bennett
Robert Bentley
Chris and Kathryn Biddle
Annamarie and William Brancovsky
Maud Bray
T & J Brown Family Fund of the Cleveland Foundation

Jeanine and Robert Brzezinski
Eileen M. Burkhart
Barbara and John Burns
Champaign Bank
Aims C. Conroy, Jr.
Laurel and Robert Conrad
Colleen and Philip Dawson
DeGrandis + DeGrandis CPAs
Walter M. Demczar
Jessica Hart and Matthew J. Dolan
Annette M. Lowe and Doug Dolch
Cheryl and Julius Feitl
Megan and Robert Felling
Margaret and Christopher Furey
Gould Inc. Foundation
Elaine Haddad
The Hartford
Robert P. Hipkind
Betty Intorcio
Lisa and David Jacobs
Jones Day
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
John Kastelic
John and Karen Kneiss
Nancy Kortemeyer
Bonita Kristan
Gretchen Kubicek
Carol S. Markey
Nicole Mawby
Carol and Anthony Michel
Roberta and Jon Outcalt, Jr.
PRADCO
Thomas Schwader
Nancy and Joseph Schmitz
Lynn and Mark Singer
St. Clair Advisors, LLC
Sandra and Joseph Sullivan
Noreen and Brad Sussman
Jean Solomon and Charles Swanson
Usharani and Brahmaiah Tandra
Third Federal Foundation
Trend Consulting Services, Inc.
Susan and John Turben Foundation
Maryanne and Thomas Wagner
Sharon and Jeffrey Weeden
The Clara Weiss Fund
Winston Products, LLC

*deceased
ANNUAL FUND DONORS

$500 – $999
All-Pro Cleaning Services, Inc.
Altus Capital Incorporated
ASware/Childtrax
Richard H. Bamberger
Bank of America United Way Campaign
Kelly Banks
Barbara and Ronald Bates
Rober Markery Fedorovich
Martha and James Boland
Brennan & Associates
Brennan Industries, Inc.
Sheila and W. David Brown
Larry and Ellen Chernikoff
Philanthropic Fund
Katie and Jeremy Clark
Cornerstone Family Office
Maryann Correnti
Fabo Enterprises, Inc.
Maryann and Art Falco
Caryn and C. Henry Foltz
Kristi and Price Foltz
Bonnie and Larry Frankel
Marc Giugure
Danna and Jeff Hoegeler
Harriet and Thomas Holleran
Joan and Daniel Holmes, Jr.
Jean Horninghausen
Priscilla and J. Robert Horst
Gayle and Jeffrey Ice
Deborah and Michael Joyce
Robert J. Kenenhan
Marcia Konopinski
Debbie and Bruce Left
Stephanie Lomquist
The Lubrizol Foundation
Terri and Wally Mans
Michelle and Peter Mapp
Helen and Chester Marshall
Holley and Robert Martens
Kathy and John Mayher
Beverly McCull
John N. McGuinness
Laura and John McMullen
Anne Palmer
Eileen Pappalardo
Ann and John Paratore
Park Place International
Lisa and Jeffrey Perry
Jennifer and Douglas Pinkerton
Beth and Andrew Reimer
Cynthia Rogers
Nancy and Thomas Royer
Betsy and James Sampiner
Gretchen D. Smith
Robert Spahn
David Squier
Gail and David Stein
Michael D. Stoneking
SUM – State of Ohio Cleveland
Headquarters
Superior Beverage Group
Linda Torgerson
Sandia and David Waller
Catherine and David Watterson, Jr.
Diane D. Wilcox
Dawn and Grady Williams

$250 – $499
Anne and Peter Adams
Susan and Gregory Athans
Beverly and David Ballantine
Myra and Raymond Bauch
Beacon Financial Partners
Mrs. Edward F. Bell
LaBella Bell
Stacey Bizzell
Joan and James Blackburn
Nina and Brian Bolwell
Janalee Brown
Michael A. Bush
Gail and William Caffee
Leigh Carter
Jennifer Caso
Deborah Chapek
Benito Cohen
Community Shares
Anne-Marie and Andrew Connors
Heather Cornett
Elizabeth and Gary Davis
Janet and Jeff Davis
Monica Delgado
DettellbachLeizman Wealth Management
Group of Wells Fargo
Kevin Dickey
Valerie Dowery
Diane Downing and Tom Corrigan
Kathleen Durkin
Mary and Oliver Emerson
Irene and Michel Farah
Teese and Don Fennell
Fleet Feet Sports, Northfield
Aimee Fry-Valentino
Marion Gehinger
joan and vic gilb
Ann and Robert Gillespie
Janet F. Gowan
Laura and Dan Grazi
Colleen Grudzien
Claudine and Thomas Hartland
Natalie and Stephen Haynes
Reggie Holmes
Gina and Andrew Huffman
Jean T. Hurd
Hyster-Yale Materials Handling
Ronald Isroff
Georgia Johnson
Kimberly and Steve Karl
Katherine Solender and William E. Katzin
Patricia Kelley
Kathy and Bob Kenny
James T. Kriston
Jennifer Kuhel
Susan and Harold LaPine
Julie and Patrick Leddy
Jessica and Joseph Leonard
Leverity Insurance Group
Patrick Lewis
Patricia C. Lighthody
Edward A. Loizck
Nancy and Anthony Martin
Michele and Philip Martino
Deborah and James Mason
Jim Mason
Laurie S. Masters
Emily McCarty
Ann S. McConnell
Ellen and Richard McElreave
Jennifer and Brandon Miller
Barbara and A. Malachi Mixon III
Jean and John Moran
Marjorie and Bert Moyar
Belleruth K. Naparstek
Janet and Robert Neary
Don Nelson-Holls
Linda and John Olejko
Paul and Connie Omelsky
P. McIntyre Consulting Group
Vivay Parekh
Parkway Pharmacy
Brenda Patate
Pease and Associates, Inc.
Eileen and Alan Pompieko
Megan and Patrick Riley
Dawn Roberts
Barbara Roman
Linda and Matt Schettler
Cindy and Robert Schneider
Mary Catherine Sekerik
Sarah Sieradzi
Skoda, Minitr & Co.
Joan and Kenneth Slater
Jane and Gary Small
Elizabeth Ann Hogerty and Clarke Smith, Jr.
Mary and Nathaniel Smith
Teresa Thompson-Davis
Allison Tribasali
Barbara and Bruce Twarog
United Way – Summit County
United Way of Greater Milwaukee
United Way of Lake County
Patricia A. Varanese and John Cavasinni
Verdie Wilburn
Edward Wilcox
Elizabeth and Scott Wilkes
Deborah L. Wilson
Dottie and Don Zito

$100 – $249
Hope and Stanley Adelstein
Gwen Anderson
Anonymous
Jaque Atkin and Les Arman
Bruce Asamato
AT&T United Way Employee Giving Campaign
Lynn Avery
Linda and Elliot Azoff
Jan and Harold Babbit
Carol and Clifford Baggott
Tammy Battler
Barbara and Robert Bednarz
Michael Belviso
Victoria Bender
Sue and Leonard Bernstein
Mary Blondeaux
Marca and Jonathon Bodzin
Elizabeth Bollander
Carolyn and Anthony Bouquot
Susan Boyd
Margaret Bray
Debra Brown
Alison and Gregory Brown
Emily and Scott Burns
Megan Bush
Nancy and Patrick Butler
Diane E. Cane-Mocoley
Care Alliance
Sara and George Chandler II
Antoine N. Cheklik
Elizabeth and Keith Chelm
Gertrude and Homer Chisholm
Katherine Chruszczak
Susan and Michael Clegg
Charles H. Clemishaw
Tova and Chad Cohen
Rebecca Cook
Matthew Corbett
Michael Crislip
Amy Curry and Tommy Nolan
Paula and Darryl Dangerly
Andrea Daniels
Diane P. Daniels
Jara Deegan
Evelyn and Bruce DeMarco
Andrea and Gary Desberg
Joyce Dickson
Sandia and Mark Dively
Debbie and Mac Donley
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Michaela L. Eklsta
Mary Ellen and Frank Fescer
Caroline and Daniel Flannery
Naomi Floyd
Emily and Robert Ford
Kathy and W.E. Fortney
Cheryl and Wilton Foster
Christina and Christopher Furlong
Patricia Galloway
Jane and Frank* Galucci
Georgia Garner
Mary R. Gerber
Cheryl Geer
Tracy and Kevin Gehrt
Gilmour Academy
Lara Goldenman
Brenda Gray
Cheri and Jay Griffith
Chad M. Gross
Gerald Guarante
Geoffrey Gund
Sabra Hammond
Michelle Harris
Judith and H. Stuart Harrison, Jr.
Harry Ratner Human Services Fund
Patricia and William Hatch
Cinda Hawk
Carole and Joseph Hays
Rebecca Hedingier
Lucy and David Hein
Heather and Jody Herzog
Robert Himmel
Marlou and Brian Hitt
The Richard Horvitz and Erica Hartman- Horvitz Foundation
Cynthia and E. Michael House
Howard Hanna Ohio

Susan Hudach
Betsy and Dudley Humphrey, Jr.
Corrine R. Hunter
Laura and David Hussey
Beth and Louis Innenberger
Anne M. Jones
Doma and Divard Jones
George F. Karch
Kristen and Timothy Kartesiek
Pamela and Stephen Keefe
Robert Kempe
Krozel Environmental, Inc.
Leslie and Robert Klemian
Amy Kress
Michaela and Dean Lamirand
Carolyn and Ronald Lang
Jacqueline and Edward Largent
Barbara Larson
Kenneth J. Laskey
Janine Martyon and Frederic Levine
Joyce and James Levine
Diane and John Lewis
Danielle and Jan Linert, Jr.
D. Kerth Lockyer
Pam and Bob Liskiewicz
Kathryn and George Loomis
Susan M. Lundgren
Susie and Bill MacDonald
Jennifer Maceiko
William Manby
Margaret and Robert Manchick
Catherine Manns and Christopher Manns
Laura Manuel
Laurel D. Mattern
Margaret and Jack Mattix
Janet and John McGee
J.J. and R.W. McKechnie
Tracey McKiernan
Val and Warren McClelland
Beth and Joseph Mieskowski
Patricia A. Menendez
Cathy Merckens
Ronald and Arthur Merriman, Jr.
Marianne and Peter Messina
Kimmerly Meyer
John Minillo
Laura A. Kuber Mintz
Tanya Morrow
Michele Murphy
Nora and Hal Myers
Nationwide United Way Campaign
Dale and James Naylor
Melissa Nelson
Lara Nochomovitz
Zenobia Odaise
Kara and Jeff O’Donnell
Beckie and Greg Ogrinc
Amelia and William Osborne, Jr.
Mary Kay and Martin O’toole
PICS Project and Construction Services
Gary Pace
Robert Parker
Joe Pearson
Marianne and Arvid Peterson
David Ptasznik
Susan and Tom Raia
Michael F. Resch
Mary Reynolds
John A. Riess
Becky and Bernard Riley
Patrick Riley
Veronica L. Roberson
Brian Robinson
Deasuretta Rucker
Delores and John Saada, Sr.
Amy and Edmund Sabinage
Susan and William Saltzman
Veena Sani-Papousas
SBFoundation
Shirley and Lee Schloss
Sandia and A. James Schneider
Kathryn Schulman
Sally and John Schulze
Ivonne Sorrento
Nancy and William Seelbach
Ellen Sheffner
Jacqueline Shelby
Vanessa Shepherd

*deceased
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$100 – $249 continued

Beverly and Jay Stoad
Special Counsel, Inc.
Mary B. Sposito
Sara Stehik
Lindsay and Craig Steinbrink
Carolyn Steiner
Deborah and Gregg Strong
SUH Western Reserve University
Cynthia and Richard Symons
James G. Tamburro
Paul T. Tavano
Thomas Thompson
Betty T. Toguchi
Heidi and Steven Topczewski
Monica and Robert Trozzo
Jacqueline and John Troyer
Joshua Tucker
Amy Umpleby
Karen Vekasy
Linda and Carl Voellmecke
Marilyn Wagner
Vicky Walters
Christine and James Wamsley III
Andrea Ware
Karen and Edward Waters
Lionel Weber
Meredith S. and Michael R. Weil
Sheryl Benford
Cathy and Paul Becker
Cynthia Bassett
Bruce Barber
AT & T Ohio
Marilyn and David Ashe
Julie Aronoff
Debra Arnold
Mikhail Alterman
James E. Allen
Raymond Adrine
Lynn Adrine
Trish Adler
Denise Adams
Laurie Zuckerman
Carol Hoffstetter
Martha Eaton Hickox
Linda and Lawrence Hatch
Denise Harris
Kathy Hanz
Susan Hamiln
Christine Haas
Jennifer Haaga
Barbara and David Kahn
Andrew Kaposky
Heather M. Kazmer
Patrick J. Kellner and James E. Helfich
Sally S. Carr and R. Douglas Kepp
McKenzie King
Aeysha Kizner
Patti and Michael Kinski
Dianne Konsi
Jennifer Koroly
Sandra and James Kraynak
Mary Ann Kudyba
Betty Jean Kundrat
Molly and Bob Laks
Landerwood Glen Homeowners Association
Karen Lane
Lynda and Gary Lappin
Brother Robert L. Lavelle
Jenny Lee and Luke Miller
Jeffrey Dunlap
Nancy and John Dumbroski
Samantha Daley
Katrina Daugherty
Jennifer Davis
Leigh A. Dige
M. M. Dobyns
Marianne and Joseph Doman
Gail and Michael Dowell
Allison and Mark Downing
Samatha Drew
Tamarra Dabin
Nancy and John Dumbroski
Dan Luvall
Robert L. Goebel
Nancy and Ted Goble
Jessica Giordano
Craig Gerlock
Marissa and Thomas Gelehrter
George B. Gascoigne
Stacey and Gary Gardiner
Marilee L. Gallagher
Colleen and Daniel Fritz
Michelle Frazier
Anne McLain
Cheryl Findling
Laura Fitch
Scott Forster
Carole and Robert Fowler
Carol Emmons
Ken Espenschied
Thomas E. Evans
Janet and Mark Fastabend
Karen Fedchock
Cheryl Findling
Laura Fitch
Scott Forster
Carole and Richard Fowler
Michelle Frazier
Colleen and Daniel Fritz
Katherine D. Funkner
Marline L. Gallagher
Ranelle Gambie
Stacey and Gary Gardiner
Patrick Gary
George B. Gascoigne
Marissa and Thomas Gelehrter
Craig Gerlock
Stephanie Gerspach
Annie Gillet Russell
Kristina Gillespie
Cassandra and Robert Gilliam
Jessica Giordano
Nancy and Ted Goble
Robert L. Goebel
Andres Gonzalez
Joyce G. Gordon
Lorie and Michael Greene
Sally and Robert Gries
Alan and Joan Gross
Helen and Sheldon Gross
Lori and Todd Gummersbach
Barbara and John Guyott
Jennifer Haaga
Christine Haas
Maureen Hack
Susan Hamlin
Le E. Hamilton
Odetta and Richard Hankins
Kathy Hanz
Denise Harris
Albert Haras
Linda and Lawrence Hatch
Suzanne and Charles Hawley
Pauline and Robert Hermann
Martha Eaton Hickox
Carol Hoffstetter
Susan Hollister
Sofie and Robert Horvath, Sr.
Hudson Pointe, L.L.C.
Bonnie and Peter Hughes
Rebecca and Charles Hughey
Tony Issou
Hetty and Terence Isakov
Margaret Isquick
J.A.C. Business Communications, Inc.
Nancy and Edwin Jeffery, Jr.
Judy and Andy Jennings
Johnny Jones
Phonesavanh Jones
Barbara and David Kahn
Andrew Kaposky
Heather M. Kazner
Carole and John Kealy
Patricia J. Kellner and James E. Helfich
Sally S. Carr and R. Douglas Kepp
McKenzie King
Aeysha Kizner
Patti and Michael Kinski
Dianne Konsi
Jennifer Koroly
Sandra and James Kraynak
Mary Ann Kudyba
Betty Jean Kundrat
Molly and Bob Laks
Landerwood Glen Homeowners Association
Karen Lane
Lyndy and Gary Lappin
Brother Robert L. Lavelle
Jenny Lee and Luke Miller
Jeffrey Dunlap
Nancy and John Dumbroski
Dawn Leko
Beth Leve
Sarah Levinson
Basthvani and Brett Levy
Chris and Richard Lightbody
Molly and John Logan
Marlene and Kenneth Lowe, Sr.
Cheryl and Gary Lucht
Jacalyn and Scott Mackie
Cindy MacLaren
Sue and Howard Maier
Nancy and Ernest Manuel
Nancy and Jeff Markle
David Martin
Matthew Matonkey
Marilyn Mauck
Suzy and Henry Mazur
Scott Hare and Patrick McCabe
Joan and S. Wyatt McCallie
Anne McDowell
Anne McLain
Judith and Ted McMillan
Margaret and Michael Mcvan
Daniel Mesh
Jon Mester
Sophia Minello
Belinda Minor
Jennifer Minozzi
Eileen and Dennis Morgan
Richard K. Morgan
Jennifer and John Moshiier
Mt. Pleasant Community Zone
Carl Munway
Jane and Richard Nedler
Elisha Neeley
Ingrid and Gene Nelson
New York Life
Iris and Morton November
Beverly Osborne
Parkland Terrace LLC
Margaret Patch
Anna Pawlikowski
Mariel and Douglas Peck
Jeff Pegler
Betty Pegler
Stanley and Sally Pellegrin
Roger Perinandi
Barbara Pfeiffer
Kimberly Pfundstein
Shelia and Jason Phillips-Schroeder
Sharon and Steven Pierce
Debra Pippirnen
Samuel Pitts
Lisa and Jeff Plisko
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Martin Polster
Patricia and Martin Pope
Jan Porter
Debra J. Puskas
Elaine and Norbert Rahl
Santhi and Thiruvanukarasu Ramalingam
Denise Romberg
Jodi Rich
Jennifer Riple,y
Nicole Roettger
Joyce and Steve Rogers
Natalie Roncagli
Michael and Patricia Rosner
Linda and Theodore Rossetti
Robert Ruffing
Angelo S. Runco
Patricia and Anthony Russo
Evelyn and Gordon Safran
Margaret H. Sagi
Patrick Sando
Julie and Thomas Sanson
Janet and James Sargent
Katherine and Raymond Sawyer III
Marlyn and Gerald Schneider
Audrey and John Schneider
Susan Schoonover
Elaine M. Schramm
Leah Schultz
Kristen Schultz
Johnny Serio
Edia and Amnon Shain
Timothy Shannon
Marjorie and Alan Shapiro
Rachel and Charles Shepard
Joel and Fern Simkoff
George Simon
Sarah Sires
Elaine Skirvin
Megg Slaby
Dawn Sloan
Ramon and Don Slucm
Ellen Smidlein
Paula Smolen
Seldon Park Place LLC
Vicki and Chris Soukup
Sheila Spayde
Leslie and Dan Stalker
Stan Gordon for Council
Theresa Stark
Michelle and Michael Stefan
Samantha Steinfield
Deborah and Mark Stollings
M. Jane Suresky
Eileen Marie Swagier
Jennifer Sweeney
T Building Company
Stephanie Tamburro
Nancy and Raymond Tatko
Denise Tilcoo
Linda Tobin and Stephen V. Pepper
Karen Upshaw
Brandon Veverka
JoAnn and Robert Vidmar
Mary Vidmar
Edward Wagner
Sharon Warner
LeAnn Warren
Marcia and Paul Wasnick
Karen Weaver
Pina Weinland
Shirley Wenslo
Chantel and Michael West
Barbara and Richard Wheeler
Betsey and George Wick, Jr.
Rachel Wilder
Nancy G. Wingenbach
Tarni Wojciechowski
Tom Wolf
Carrie and Gary Wonner
Karen and Andrew Wright
Douglas C. Yaecker
Karen and Andrew Wright
Douglas C. Yaecker
Jeff Vance
Gordon H. Young
Marlyn and Lawrence Young
Fran Zamore
Edith Zink and Donna Zink

*deceased
It was a privilege for us to become closely involved with Beech Brook as its services to children and families were expanded and adjusted to meet changing needs. We have been particularly interested in the partnerships Beech Brook has developed with both the private and public sectors.

Giving to Beech Brook for nearly 50 years has kept alive a family tradition. My grandparents ran an institution for delinquent children from New York City, and my father grew up there.

Following in my grandfather’s footsteps, my father began a long career in social work at Children’s Village in New York, which is where I was born, and my mother taught there in the school. We moved to Cleveland when I was 13, where my father served as the dean of what is now the Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences at Case Western Reserve University.

It was only natural that I was drawn to helping children and to Beech Brook. I first became involved with the Board in the 1960s and then was asked to serve as Interim Director.

While I was in that position, it became apparent that some of the old buildings needed to be updated for a number of reasons, including the children’s safety. So one day, I said kind of casually to Board member Sue Harrison and a few others, “Let me know if you’re ever going to rebuild the campus, I’d like to help raise some money.”

Little did I know they would remember that! But I was glad to come back and help. I worked on grant proposals, and Sue solicited support from some of the old families and influential people she knew in Cleveland, many of whom had ties to our Board. She cornered people on planes and elevators — and even made calls from the ladies room one day! We ultimately raised $3 million to renovate the campus.

Just about everything I’ve been involved with my entire life has had to do with helping children. And Beech Brook, from the very beginning, has had an absolute dedication to protecting children. We took our mission very seriously then, and Beech Brook still does today.

Giving has always been a tradition for Bunny’s family. Over the years, her sister Margaret Tippit and her husband have been faithful supporters of Beech Brook through their foundation. Although Margaret passed away in 2010, this year The C. Carlisle & Margaret M. Tippit Charitable Trust made an endowed gift in honor of Bunny to establish the Kathryn M. Loomis Fund to support art therapy at Beech Brook.
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Chair
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In Memoriam
Suzanne Brookhart Harrison – Pierce Bray – Sally S. Morley – Bar E. Goggins
To advance the well-being and self-sufficiency of children, youth and families by providing effective, innovative, physical and behavioral health, permanency, educational and related services, and by serving as a strong voice for children, youth and families.